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Wilson: Mormon Folklore: Cut from the Marrow of Everyday Experience

mormon FoH
folklore
dore
dorc
cut from the marrow
of everyday experience
stories tell as much or more about the people who tell them
than the subjects they are about the forthcoming BYU studies
volume entitled mormon americana 1994 will contain chapters describing many specific areas within mormon studies
architecture art literature material culture museums performing arts photography pioneer trails science and the
following article on folklore
william A wilson

one of the few characteristics all human beings hold in common is the propensity to reduce their lives and what is most
important in those lives to stories we are all of us inveterate
storytellers we talk about our jobs our hobbies our successes and
failures our courtships
court ships and marriages our children and our religious
we do so because in order to communicate
experienceswe
beliefs and experiences
experiencesWe
effectively to others what is in our hearts and minds we must make
the abstract concrete we must transform experience and belief into
hearts and
othershearts
narrative it would follow then that to know each others
minds we must know each others stories certainly this principle
cormons and their folklore
holds true in our study of mormons
this essay describes the archives that make mormon folklore
available for research experience has taught me however that
unless 1I first say something about the nature of folklore and about
the contribution it can make to the study and interpretation of
mormon life some scholars will not pay serious attention to a
subject they have too often deemed frivolous
the church is awash with stories members talk constantly of
hardships faithfully endured by pioneer ancestors of present day
1
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persecutions of missions of conversions of gods interventions
in individual lives of admiration for and sometimes frustration
with church authorities of acts of sacrifice and kindness performed by charitable church members and of the day to day
delights and sorrows of church membership
because these stories are cut from the marrow of everyday
experience and reflect the hopes fears joys and anxieties of common church members they bring us about as close as we are likely
to get to mormon hearts and minds and to an understanding from
the lay memberships point of view of what it really means to be
mormon yet these stories have been largely ignored by interpreters of the mormon experience partly because they are just
stories and partly because until the 1980s they have not been
adequately collected archived and made available to researchers
consider the following two accounts detailing events from
the pioneer trek west and from the settlement of central utah
mormons
among the several thousand cormons
who lost all their worldly possessions in the tragic midwinter
mid winter exodus from their beloved homes in nauvoo with little food and scant
protection from the elements they suffered greatly from hunger and
disease at winter quarters and during their long migration to salt
lake city yet on reaching the platte river crossing they were still
in sufficiently good condition to kneel together and thank the lord
for getting them through the worst part of the journey
Mc
the mcdonalds
Donalds were

during the river crossing cholera broke out among the members of the company the terrible disease raged throughout the
camp dozens died it was necessary for james mcdonald to assist
in digging graves for the victims james was a willing worker and
finished three graves that october morning even though he began
to feel a little ill as he started the third A short time after the last
grave was completed james was dead from the effects of cholera
his young daughters elizabeth and jane helped their mother wrap
him in an old blanket place him in the grave and cover him with
the dirt he had spaded up two hours earlier 2

after the indians and the white people had become a little
friendly they didnt go to the fort quite as often this one day there
was this girl down in town and she was washing they lived quite
close to the hills and indians were camped quite close in the foothills this girl was washing she had a washing machine that was an
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old wooden one that had a wheel that would turn this indian brave
came down and he had long braids he came down and he started
acting smart to her and talking smart to her and she couldnt understand him he wanted different things that she had at her home she
wouldnt give them to him when she wouldnt give them to him
he grabbed her and started throwing her around she grabbed one
lock of his hair his braid and hurried and put it into the wringer
of the washing machine and wound it up tight and fixed it so it
couldnt run back and then she turned and fled while he was tied
to the wringer 3

the teller of the first story the great great grandson of one of
the little girls who helped bury her father will not easily turn
from the faith his ancestor died for but the story is more than just
a family narrative it as well as countless stories like it stands as a
metaphor for the entire migration experience and for the faith and
courage of the pioneers who endured these hardships that life
might be better for those who would follow them the view of
the past reflected in such stories may or may not square with
historical reality but to the investigator trying to fathom the religious commitment of those who have told and listened to the
stories historical veracity may prove less significant than the fact
that these people have generally believed the stories and have
therefore been motivated by them to honor their ancestors and
4
church
their
faithful
to
remain
the second story might easily be dismissed as an engaging
piece of local color interesting to the amateur history buff yet of
little consequence to serious scholars but to the careful researcher
the narrative recounts a paradoxical tale it mirrors a time when
mormon settlers and local indians lived on the fringes of open
hostility toward each other it captures a continuing mormon fasci
cination with that time and it draws in heroic lines a portrait of
a typical pioneer woman who bravely and resourcefully faced
marauding
down ma
rauding indians and whose courage can inspire contemporary women facing a new set of dangers in todays society but
in an age when we supposedly value cultural diversity and
practice ethnic tolerance the narrative also reflects and perpetuates an uncomplimentary and dehumanizing picture of native
americans probably the native americans whose valleys the early
saints moved into would tell quite different stories of the pioneer
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settlement the story serves therefore as an unsettling reminder
that we have failed to reach our stated ideals we do not usually
ridicule those we consider our equals and that we have some
distance to travel before we overcome old animosities
both these stories then can enhance our understanding of
crucial mormon beliefs and attitudes that lie behind mormon actions both are part of that ocean of story we call mormon folklore
to the uninitiated folklore may seem not unlike that other imporhistory though the line between
tant ocean of story we call oral historythough
the two is sometimes blurred folklore differs from oral history in
at least one significant way oral histories are first person accounts
told by individuals who witnessed or participated in the events they
describe folk narratives on the other hand are third person accounts narrated by individuals who have heard about the events
they describe from others 5
folly
neither the oral history nor the folk narrative will ever fully
capture the truth of what really happened but the oral history
will come closer to that end than will the folk narrative folk
narratives will yield a different but equally important kind of
truth kept alive by the spoken word as they are passed from
person to person through time and space folk narratives will be
formularized by the storytellers usually unconsciously to make
them more aesthetically appealing and persuasive and they will
be reshaped again unconsciously to reflect not so much the
events recounted but rather the storytellers attitudes and beliefs
toward these events in other words some of these narratives
comprise what we might call a folk or peoples history that
mormons
Mor mons
is a history generated by the folk in this case the cormons
re
circulated orally by them constantly recreated
created in the process in
response to their current needs and concerns and reflective of
what is most important to them in our attempts to deepen our
understanding of mormon life we ignore such stories at our peril
because the stories given above describe the pioneer era they
may strengthen a common misperception about folklore that it
is always tied to the past folklore will to be sure tell us something of the past but as we shall see it will usually tell us much
more of the present folklore provides keys to understanding
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contemporary culture for the simple reason that people keep alive
those practices and tell those stories that interest them most
once people lose interest in particular practices or stories these
will disappear the folklore current at any given time will
therefore serve as an excellent barometer helping us plumb the
beliefs and emotions of the people who possess the lore the
following narrative known widely in mormon country is a good
example of a story born in recent times and reflective of current
needs and interests
LDS lady left her small family in phoenix to go to the
temple in mesa while she was in the middle of a session she got
a strong feeling that she should go home that something was terribly wrong the feeling wouldnt go away so she told the temple
president and asked him what she should do he said have no fear
you are doing the right thing by being here all is well at home so
she continued the session she hurried home when she was through
and found her six year old daughter in bed she asked her daughter
if something was wrong she told her mother that she had left the
house while the baby sitter was busy with the other children and
had gone out by the canal near their house while she was playing
she slipped on some grass and fell in she couldnt swim and the
canal is deep many people drown this way but a lady all dressed
in white came along just then and got her just before she would
have drowned the lady set her on the bank and made sure she was
okay the little girl asked the lady who she was because she knew
that the lady didnt live near by so the lady told her what her name
was the lady who saved the little girl was the lady whom the
mother had done work for in the temple that day 6
A dear

mormons
Mor mons this story speaks many messages it
believing cormons
encourages them to persist in the search for their ancestral roots
it testifies to the validity of temple ordinances it suggests that god
is a caring god who will protect them in time of need it stresses
the importance of the family and strengthens family ties and it
gives them hope that these ties will continue beyond this life
these messages are brought forcefully home by an artistic performance designed to move listeners to action and are made all the
more powerful by the narrative symmetry in which two lives are
saved at the same moment the physical life of the young girl and
the eternal life of the rescuer the mother serving as the link
between the two it is therefore an important artifact for anyone

to
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interested not just in the mormon past but also in mormon social
organization mormon belief and mormon creative expression
because the materials of folklore are traditional existing
among the people only in the spoken word or in customary practices many of the stories recounted by earlier generations of
mormons and applied to the circumstances of their lives
cormons
hives have
bives
fives
ilves
been irretrievably lost A few of these stories did make their way
into early church publications albeit without the social contexts
necessary to give them life the bulk of them however were not
preserved for the simple reason that no one was there to record
them fortunately as scholars have gradually become aware of
the wealth of intellectual history embodied in folklore they
have begun redressing past neglect and in order to enhance
their understanding of mormon life have turned to stories
once ignored 7
because the materials of folklore reside not on library
shelves but in the minds of people informed study and interpretation of mormon folklore must always be preceded by three
steps collecting archiving and indexing

collecting
fieldwork in mormon folklore commenced in earnest in the
Le
1930s
1950s and 1940s thomas E cheney and hestera
lestera
sterAA hubbard began
lester
collecting mormon folksongs hector lee gathered stories of the
nephites
hites ancient american disciples of christ allowed
three Nep
according to the book of mormon to tarry in the flesh until the
second coming of the savior austin E and alta S fife crisscrossed
the highways and byways of the mormon cultural region recording a full range of mormon expressive forms and in the process
bringing together one of the most important personal collections
of folklore in the united states 8
beginning in the 1960s and inspired by the work of their
predecessors a second generation of folklorists began to break
new ground william A wilson and richard C poulsen at brigham
young university jan H brunvand and margaret brady at the
university of utah barre toelken steven siporin barbara walker
and jay anderson at utah state university joe peterson at dixie
college thomas carter formerly at the utah historical society
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and now at the university of utah david stanley at westminster
college carol edison craig miller and annie hatch at the utah
arts councils folk arts program and hal cannon at the western
Folklife
folklike
folklife center 9
not only have these scholars collected a considerable
body of folklore themselves but also those teaching at universities have for three decades sent scores of students armed with
note pads tape recorders and cameras into the field to collect
notepads
folklore under the direction of their professors these students
have brought together a massive body of material much of it
mormons
dealing with cormons
Mor mons some of these student collections are
understandably weak but many are first rate and taken together
provide a depth and range of topics earlier collectors working
alone or in pairs could not hope to reach to demonstrate the
nature and use of folklore archives I1 have focused in this essay

on one of the dominant forms of mormon folklore the
legend a story generally told as true in fact the archives contain a broad range of mormon folk materials verbal lore songs
legends 10 descriptions of customs
jokes sayings as well as legends10
medicinal practices courtship and marriage practices and
11
family and community traditions and celebrations11
celebrations and slides
and photographs of material objects handicrafts gravestone
markers and architecture 12
thefirst
the first generation of collectors like their contemporaries
tended to be item oriented this orientation meant they would
collect a song or story give the place and date of the collection
and record minimal biographical information about the informant
they provided little data however on the social context of the
item collected the situation in which it was performed or practiced the use made of it the makeup of the audience for whom
it was performed its impact on the audience in recent years
folklorists have shifted away from the study of items to the analysis of process from the story told to the telling of the story
this shift has required a corresponding change in what is collected folklorists including our student collectors still collect
folklore items but they now surround those items with as much
social and cultural context as possible in order to give a fuller
more dynamic picture of the lore in actual life
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Arc biving
archiving

for many years the materials brought in by this second wave
of collectors by both professors and students were stuffed into
boxes and filing cabinets in the professors offices the result
being that even though an adequate mormon folklore data base
was coming into being it was still not available for scholarly analysis general readers may find it interesting to know how this
circumstance has gradually changed
when I1 left brigham young university in 1978 to direct the
folklore program at utah state university 1I offered to give the BYU
library copies of the student collections in my office if the library
would do the photocopying the library accepted my offer 1I took
the originals to USU and left the copies behind at USU 1I discovered that the magnificent fife collections manuscripts audio
recordings and color slides resulting from more than forty years
of field research were housed in the university library but were
not generally available to researchers we managed to secure a
special room in the library name it the fife folklore archive
house both the cifes
fifes personal collections and the student based
collections there and for the first time open both for public use
under the able direction of barbara walker the archive has continued to develop into one of the best in the country 13
As 1I prepared to return to BYU in 1984
198411 once again began
photocopying this time the student collections that had been
submitted during my years at USU the process lasted nearly a
year upon arriving at BYU I1 retrieved the earlier student collections from the corner of the library where they had been gathering dust in my absence combined them with the photocopied
USU collections 1I had brought with me secured a library room
and made these collections available for scholarly use thus the
student collections on file at both the USU and BYU archives
contain identical materials to 1984 since then each archive has
developed in its own direction during these same years jan
brunvand and margaret brady at the university of utah turned
the student collections crowding their offices over to their university library As a result of these efforts three research archives
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now exist in utah the fife folklore archive located in the merrill
library at utah state university the university of utah folklore
archive located in the marriott library and the brigham young
university folklore archive located in the lee library all three of
these archives contain significant amounts of mormon materials
an additional archive the utah folk arts program folklore
archive is located at the chase home in salt lake citys
cites liberty
park the folk arts program following its public service mandate
brings together materials more for exhibits and performances than
for scholarly analysis however since good public presentations
must be based on equally good documentation and field research
the folk arts program has collected considerable data useful to the
scholar for example its impressive color slide collection of utah
gravestone art will provide valuable insights into mormon cultural
and spiritual values
elsewhere a smattering of mormon folklore has made its way
into archives all across the country as university students have
mormons they have encountered in the field the
collected from cormons
best collection outside utah is located at the folklore and mythology
center at the university of california at los angeles the past
director of the center wayland D hand now deceased was also
a strong supporter of mormon folklore collection and study in utah
potential folklore archive users should be aware of how these
repositories are like and unlike other archives containing mormon
materials the special features of folklore archives grow out of the
characteristics of folklore discussed above these need further
elaboration here
first like archives in general folklore archives provide space
where materials can accumulate until a sufficient data base is available to warrant sound generalizations the archives thus provide
an effective countermeasure against those who would jump to
quick and easy conclusions on the basis of only a few texts one
occurrence of the story of the child saved from an irrigation canal
cannot guide us to safe conclusions about its importance as a
mirror of mormon spiritual values but the numerous versions of
the story in various archives attached to different temples and
existing over a period of years can help us better understand the
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hife similarly one or
fife
ilfe
importance of temple activity in mormon life
two stories describing relations between mormon settlers and the
original occupants of the land though possibly striking accounts
valuable for their own sakes will teach us little about mormon
attitudes toward native americans and will scarcely prove or disprove generalizations like those drawn above but a thousand such
accounts available to the scholar in archives will make defensible conclusions possible also good contextual background data
accompanying these accounts will make the conclusions still
more convincing
second like other archives the folklore archives contain a
wealth of material describing the pioneer past unlike these other
repositories however the folklore archives will not greatly
past this is so for two reasons
increase our understanding of that pastthis
already discussed above stories generated and circulated about
past events such as the practice of polygamy were not collected
during the time the events were taking place in addition because
people tell stories about the past in terms meaningful to them
in the present stories that did originate during the pioneer era
and have remained in circulation through our day will have been
reshaped during the frequent tellings and retellings to reflect the
attitudes and meet the needs of the present tellersthough
tellers though describing pioneer happenings the stories will speak to us most clearly of
the contemporary mormon world
As we study stories that have been born in the past but
live in the present we may occasionally pick up a thin residue
of truth about that past but of first importance we will dismormons have through their stories
cover how contemporary cormons
constructed the past in order to negotiate their way through
the present consider the following polygamy story

this is just a story I1 heard once about three

wives who were helping

their husband push a new piano up the hill they stopped to rest for
a moment at the top of the hill and the husband said you know
this piano will belong to martha
what about us the other two
said no said the husband its for martha alone so the two wives
jumped up pushed the piano down the hill and watched it bust
into a thousand pieces 14
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many contemporary mormon women almost always the narrators
austers in this account and
of such stories identify with the piano busters
cheer their victory over the crass and unfeeling husband whatever the practice of polygamy was actually like few mormon
women today contemplate its practice with pleasure though
humorous on the surface this story captures some of the pain of
these modern storytellers and at least vicariously satisfies their
need for justice when 1I asked one woman why she liked the
story she replied because they the husband and the favored
wife got what they deserved
other narratives cast polygamy in a more favorable light and
reflect a more positive attitude toward atthe
it
the point to remember
itthe
is that the picture of polygamy or of any other historical event
emerging from the narratives in the archives will be a picture
mormons
drawn by contemporary cormons
Mormons because people are motivated
not by what actually happened in the past but by what they
mormons believe
believe happened learning what contemporary cormons
about events in church history will help us better understand the
forces that move them to action
in addition to making available the data that will help us
understand these motivating forces the folklore archives will
provide future scholars an opportunity denied us in our study
of the mormon past the archives will preserve the folk narratives
circulating today and will thus help future scholars understand
our time from the perspective of stories told during our time
third unlike other repositories of unpublished data folklore
archives seldom contain completed or closed collections if a
traditional research archive receives the papers of a prominent
figure or the diaries and letters of an ordinary individual once
those papers have been indexed they are closed new material is
not usually added to them folklore collections on the other
hand are open ended and this is their strength As new variants
of the irrigation canal story are recorded or new accounts of
appearances of the three nephites
Nep hites are collected they are added
to the existing files expanding all the while our understanding of
the stories and of the mormon life they reflect examining the
ever changing nature of the folklore collections therefore is an
excellent means of keeping a finger on the mormon pulse
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further folklore archives help us measure that pulse
across time for instance tracing changes in the nephite stories over the fifty year period they have been collected will
help us understand changes taking place in the church during
that same period 15 an extended example from the folklore of
mormon missionaries16
missionaries16 will help illustrate this point
most of the stories told of divine intervention in the lives of
missionaries have to do with supernatural assistance in preaching the
harm the following
gospel or supernatural protection from physical harmthe
story known worldwide illustrates the supernatural protection
this story happened when two missionaries were in a tough
neighborhood somewhere in australia they came out of the apartment in the rough part of town and there were at least thirty five
people standing around their car with chains clubs and knives the
missionaries looked at each other and asked if they should go inside
and call the police go outside and handle the crowd or just fake
it and just walk right in and hope nothing happens in many versions the missionaries pray for help

well they decided on the latter and so they walked right
through the crowd and opened the car door they started up the car
and drove away when the car started the crowd jumped back and
scratched their heads the missionaries drove away and didnt
understand what had happened

they drove some twenty miles checked in with some misaries for the evening and returned to their car a few moments
sion
sionaries
later and found it would not start on opening the hood they
found that there was no battery the battery was back with the
mob which had apparently removed it to keep the missionaries
from leaving no wonder they jumped back when the car started 17

given the fact that missionaries face constant danger they
quite naturally tell stories like this one to reassure themselves that
divine help is available in times of need such stories are legion
in the past almost all these have been told about male missionaries
the elders in recent years however a new story has emerged and
swept the mission fields
trading
these two sister missionaries were out tr
acting going from
door to door one day and they came onto this deserted house and
they didnt know this but the guy living in there had escaped from
prison he was in prison for killing women and the women he had
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killed were right there in the 21 23 age group well they knocked
and he wasnt interested so they went on their way

well they saw a flyer or something that showed his picture and
said that he was wanted so they turned him in and identified him
and when he was taken into the police department they asked
him why he hadnt killed those two girls that had come tracting
because they were just the age group that he was always killing

and he said that there was no way that he was going to even
touch those girls because they had three big guys with swords standing behind them so he just wanted to get rid of them as quickly as
possible because those three big guys with swords would have
killed him if he had touched the girls 18

the

sisters protectors whom they never see themselves are generally thought to be the three nephites
Nep hites though sometimes they
are simply called angels or divine personages of the thirty seven
versions of this story in the BYU folklore archive the earliest was
collected in 1985 in none of the accounts was the action
described thought to have occurred before 1980 what we have
here is a good example of narratives mirroring changes occurring
in the surrounding society as more and more women have
entered the mission field they quite naturally have become subjects of missionary lore
but the lore does more than simply catalog the fact that the
number of sister missionaries is increasing since far more elders
than sisters still serve missions one would expect more of the
collected versions of this story to have come from males instead
twenty four of the thirty seven accounts were collected from women
suggesting that this is a narrative especially meaningful to them
sister missionaries know that because they cannot hold the priesthood held by the male elders and because they have not been
encouraged to serve missions as strongly as the elders have they
will sometimes be scorned and held in less regard as missionaries
elders
eiders when elders do tell this story they again stress
than are the elderswhen
the possibility of divine protection in the face of danger sisters
stress the same possibility but some of them also see in the story
a validation of their roles as missionaries one of them said since
it specifically concerned sisters it helped calm some of my fears
the fact that the story was about sisters instead of elders showed
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me that the lord was just as concerned about the few as the
many 19 another said that the mission presidents wife had told
her the story to remind her that god protects sisters as well as
the elders 0 20 if sisters and elders were held in equal regard such
a reminder would of course not be necessary
As the story has moved from the sistersto
eiders domain
sisters
to the elders
eldersdomain
sistersto
the nephite warriors have disappeared
O

trading one day they knocked
there were two missionaries tracting
on the door of one gentlemans
gentlemens
gentlemans house who appeared to be interested and invited them in the man was very hospitable and asked
the two elders to sit down for a moment while he fetched them a
glass of milk the man served the milk and one elder attempted to
take a drink the elder felt some sort of distinct restraining force
like an invisible hand holding back the glass of milk so that he could
not bring it to his lips the elder was quite alarmed and felt very
strongly they should leave though they felt awkward the two
missionaries politely excused themselves and left the man looked
perplexed but made no objection later that day the missionaries
happened to pass the police station and were shocked to see the
picture of the same man on a wanted poster the poster claimed
that the man was being sought for repeated murders which he had
committed by giving people poisoned milk 21

the

elders in this account are saved by divine intervention still
they tend to rely on inner strength and inspiration rather than on
external beings as the sisters do indeed as 1I spoke to a class
on this topic recently one young man a former missionary said
that the elders in his mission told the story of the sister missionaries derisively to make fun of sisters for not being able to take
care of themselves without Nep
hites coming to their aid
nephites
hopefully this is an isolated response whatever the case
the story emerging here as new material is constantly added to the
open ended missionary collection is typical of stories emerging in
folklore archives across the full spectrum of mormon cultural life
As changes in the missionary system continue to occur influencing
gender roles and sometimes inspiring gender conflicts missionary
lore accumulating in folklore archives will remain a sensitive indicator of missionary attitudes and beliefs helping us take the pulse
of missionary life similarly as changes occur in the larger church
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the full range of mormon folklore accumulating in folklore archives
will help us keep our fingers on the pulse of mormon life

indexing
one of the most difficult tasks in making mormon folklore
available for research is to develop indexing systems that will
make open ended archive collections accessible for several years
barbara walker of the fife folklore archive and 1I have been working on such a system ann reichman at the marriott library has
begun applying the same system to materials in the university of
utah folklore archive our hope is to enable a researcher to find
the same set of data at all three of our archives with relative ease
to achieve this end we have developed a hierarchical system that
simply divides data into smaller and smaller thematic units and
then moves to individual stories within these units the irrigation
canal story for example and finally to variants of that story
A brief look at our large legend collections will illustrate the
method we have broken data contained in many volumes of leg-

ends into the following thematic divisions 1 supernatural
non religious ghost stories 3 human
religious 2 supernatural nonreligious
conditions 4 character 5 etiological and 6 urban most
mormon legends occur in division 1 stories of divine intercession
in human affairs division 3 stories of recurring human situations
such as migration for example the trek west or marriage for
example polygamy division 4 stories of extraordinary characters
in church history and division 5 mormon place name stories
let us trace our irrigation canal story through the system
the story clearly falls into the first thematic division supernatural
religious legends that division in turn can be subdivided into
further thematic divisions
1

appearances or manifestations of supernatural beings

2

unsolicited divine intervention

3

solicited divine intervention
plus nine further divisions
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our story falls under appearances or manifestations of supernatural
beings which can be further subdivided
I
1

1

deity dead prophets saints prominent figures

2

dead family members or friends

3

unknown beings

4 malevolent beings

the

woman who saves the child in the story is unknown to the
family so the story falls under the third category unknown
beings which can again be subdivided this time according to
reasons for the appearance

comfort
2 protect or aid
1

3

urge or cause change in behavior
plus seven further divisions

because the woman saves the child from drowning the story falls
under the second division protect or aid it is the second of
twenty four separate stories in the division and the version given
at the beginning of this paper is the fourteenth variant charted
it would appear this way
1

supernatural religious legends
1

appearances or manifestations of supernatural
beings
3

unknown beings
2 protect or aid
2

child saved from drowning by
person for whom parent has
performed temple work
14 variant number

the index number

for the story would thus be
number is derived from these categories
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2

14

2

theme

theme
theme
theme
story
variant

the benefit

of this system is its open endedness new material can be worked in constantly without restructuring the basic
index the 335th variant of the irrigation canal story submitted
to the archive would simply be placed in the proper file following
the 334th should so many variants be collected that they begin to
break into subtypes the thematic division to which the stories
belong would be further subdivided without affecting the rest of the
index the index can thus be infinitely expanded to accommodate
and manage an ever growing body of mormon folklore
in the final analysis a good index is much more than just an
information retrieval system by identifying major themes in mormon
folklore and by including under these themes stories that are similar
to each other and by excluding those that are not the archivist
identifies corresponding themes and emphases in mormon cultural
life and moves the researcher a step closer to interpretation
such study and interpretation should make clear that mormon folklore not only expresses the needs and aspirations of
mormons
cormons
mons it also reveals their essential humanity and properly
Mor
understood can help us better understand both mormon and
universal human strivings the folklore archives provide a record
of those strivings

editors note these collections are accessible to interested
and qualified readers at the libraries that house them knowing
how these collections are organized and indexed will hopefully
help readers understand how to access these resources these
archives are constantly expanding people all over the world are
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invited to submit stories that have become meaningful parts of
their experiences as latter day saints A submission form for use in
adding stories to the brigham young university Foll
folklore
folldore
dore archives
is available at 4069 HBLL provo utah 84602
william A wilson is humanities professor of literature and folklore and
director of the charles redd center for western studies at brigham young
university
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